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1. Block lectures
During the second year of the project, the block lectures series started at the site of UAIC continued
with four sessions covering all related tasks T1.1, T1.2 and T1.3 in WP1. Besides one lecture for each
task that related to the particular targets of the project – scalability, dependability and security, a
fourth block lectures session was also organized on the topics of data compression, presenting basic
techniques in this field that lie at the intersection of all the three areas of interest above. For classification, we, however, consider this lecture as part of T1.1 due to the closer application of notions discussed in optimization and increase in performance for data storage and communication required by
distributed systems for scaling purposes. All organized lectures were integrated within the master
studies curriculum of UAIC, being attended in particular mostly by students enrolled in the Distributed
Systems, Systems Engineering and Information Security masters. In addition, several bachelor students
also expressed interest in the presented topics, following their public announcement and advertising,
and participated in the lectures. As in the first year of the project, the block lectures were organized in
condensed sessions of two or three days to comply with restrictions imposed by the normal academic
schedule of the students. The block lectures corresponding to task T1.1 were tutored by two staff
members of UNINE. Two staff members of TUD were tutors for the two lectures corresponding to tasks
T1.2 and T1.3. Following the lectures, two students expressed interest in pursuing research topics in
the area of the project and became involved in the master theses co-supervision action (T1.4). We
refer in detail to these aspects in Section 2. In the following, we briefly overview the topics presented
in each of the lectures that were organized as part of T1.1, T1.2 and T1.3.

1.1

Block lectures focused on event based systems scalability (T1.1)

Data Compression from Shannon to Facebook
Dr. Hugues Mercier (Université de Neuchâtel)
Dates: April 25-26, 2017
Lecture description:
Starting from the original work of Claude Shannon, the course introduced the general concepts of data
compression, discussed the trade-offs between theoretical guarantees and practical implementations,
and presented the 2014 breakthrough that led, after 30 years of stagnation, to an explosion of new
codes used by Facebook, Apple and Google.
The following topics were considered in the lecture:








Introduction to entropy, probability and Markov chains
Introduction to data compression
Shannon source coding theorem
Huffman coding
Dictionary techniques
Arithmetic coding
Asymmetric numerical systems and modern standards
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Figure 1 Data Compression lecture session
Building robust and self-organizing large-scale distributed systems: an introduction to the gossip
paradigm
Dr. Etienne Rivière (Université de Neuchâtel)1
Dates: May 2-3, 2017
Lecture description:
Large-scale distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer and edge cloud systems, are complex to operate
and manage. Their scale prevents from building global and accurate knowledge of their constituents
and their interactions, and they are typically subject to high levels of dynamism. In particular, they
exhibit a high level of churn, which is a measure of the number of nodes leaving and joining the system
over time.
The gossip-based computing paradigm is based on periodic interactions between pairs of nodes in a
large-scale distributed system. While remaining simple and elegant, it provides strong high-level properties. The most important of these properties is the ability for systems to self-organize. A self-organizing system is able to recover from any incorrect state (e.g., after a period of high churn) back to a
correct state, without requiring explicit repair mechanisms or human intervention.
The lecture was split into two sessions, which introduced a series of gossip-based protocols for key
operations in large-scale distributed systems:

At this time Dr. Etienne Rivière was affiliated with the UNINE partner. At the time of writing of the current
deliverable report he is affiliated with the UCL partner, therefore the difference in the list of contributors.
1
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The first lecture started with the seminal example of robust data dissemination. Then it detailed the principles and construction of gossip-based peer sampling, the basis for self-organizing properties of all other gossip-based protocols. Finally, it covered how gossip-based principles allow computing global functions over a set of peers using aggregation.



The second lecture focused on emerging structures in large-scale systems using gossip-based
protocols. It detailed how simple node-centric selection functions, together with a peer sampling layer, and allows emerging self-organizing distributed structures. All the covered protocols were then put together and the construction of a self-organizing topic-based publish/subscribe system resting on a combination of these protocols was detailed.

Figure 2 Gossip Protocols lecture session

1.2

Block lectures focused on event based systems dependability (T1.2)

Introduction to Event Based Systems Dependability
Dr. André Martin (TU Dresden)
Dates: May 4-5, 2017
Following the high interest of master students for the sessions organized during the first project year,
and the fact that the topic is directly linked with the project’s targeted research, a series of sessions
for the same lecture was organized for the new master students. The contents followed the same
structure as in the previous year, being organized in four sections:
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Lecture description:
Introduction to Event Stream Processing/Dependability
The first lecture of the dependability course introduced students to the fundamentals of Event Stream
Processing (ESP) systems such as the data, query and execution model. To get familiar with ESP systems, several real-world streaming applications and their implementations originating from the annual
DEBS challenge were discussed. Two of the applications presented covered the following use cases:
energy consumption prediction and an online analysis of taxi rides in the NYC area. An overview of
dependability fundamentals such as common failures models, recovery guarantees etc. tailored to ESP
systems was given. The lecture concluded with an overview of common fault tolerance mechanisms
used in ESP systems.
Passive Replication
The second lecture of the dependability class took a closer look at recovery protocols used in passive
replication. This was followed by challenges with passive replication such as the overhead introduced
by check-pointing and event ordering. Several approaches based on latest research that allow to reduce the overhead of check-pointing and event ordering were presented.
Active Replication
The third lecture in this course was dedicated to active replication, an alternative to passive replication.
The lecture covered the principles of active replication and challenges such as how to achieve consistency across replicas. Several different protocols to achieve consistency using a deterministic merge
were presented. Finally, the lecture concluded with a discussion on how the overhead can be reduced
for several classes of applications using slightly weaker consistency semantics.
Adaptive Fault Tolerance
The last lecture of the course covered an adaptive approach where several replication strategies are
combined and adapted during run-time. This included two different approaches tailored to cloud environments that allow reducing the resource overhead of active replication and improve availability at
the same time.
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Figure 3 Introduction to Event Based Systems Dependability lecture session

1.3

Block lectures focused on event based systems security (T1.3)

Block Lectures on Anonymity
Dr. Stefan Köpsell (TU Dresden)
Date: March 28-31, 2017
Lecture description: The lectures gave an introduction into methods and techniques for unobservable
and anonymous communications in computer networks. The basic principles were explained and
exemplified. More specific the following schemes were discussed: DC-Net, Mixes, Private Message
Service. It was explained how these schemes are used in real-world systems like Tor or I2P. Besides
anonymity and unobservability on the network layer, techniques for anonymity and pseudonymity on
the application layer were also explained.
The contents of the lectures were structured in three parts as follows:
Part I:




Introduction into the field of privacy enhancing technologies
 Motivation
 Overall goals
 Specific protection goals
 Attacker models
Broadcast as basic building block for recipient anonymity
 Implicit addressing
 Attacks and limitations
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Private Message Service / Private Information Retrieval
 Basic scheme based on distributed databases
 Performance enhancements
DC-Networks
 Basic design principles
 DC-Net: security enhanced DC-Net

Part II:


Mixes for relationship anonymity






Basic scheme for sender anonymity
 Recipient anonymity
Practical Onion-Routing: Tor
 Strengths and limitations
 Hidden services
Anonymous messaging: Vuvuzela

Part III:


Applications on top of anonymous communication
 Digital pseudonyms
 Anonymous credentials
 Privacy-enhancing identity management
 Privacy respecting value exchange
 Anonymous payment

Figure 4 Block lectures on anonymity session
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2. Co-supervision of master theses
During the 2nd year of the project, two of the master theses co-supervision actions that were started
during the 1st year of the project were completed. Both of the theses were co-supervised by the staff
of UNINE jointly with staff of UAIC. The UAIC students involved travelled in short trips to the partner
institution where they received initial guidelines for pursuing the chosen topic and respectively final
suggestions before their thesis defence. The activity of the involved supervising personnel covered by
the EBSIS project consisted in such guidance and organization for the ongoing master theses, including
also several online meetings for evaluating the progress status. The proposed topics for the two theses
that were finalized in the first year were the following:




Secure Distributed Framework for MapReduce Applications. The proposed topic for the thesis
implied the construction of a secure prototype for the map/reduce distributed programming
paradigm using the latest SGX Intel extensions dedicated for secure processing. A simple typical application example, such as the common clustering k-means method, was considered. The
resulted implementation used the Lua scripting language and also considered a Hadoop extension – as the most used platform for this type of operations.
Reliability of Erasure Coding Schemes for Distributed Storage Systems. In distributed storage
systems, data is often encoded using erasure-correcting codes. Erasure-correcting codes can
offer the reliability of data replication at a much smaller storage overhead. The objective of
this thesis topic was to test the reliability of a new class of erasure codes by setting up a small
simulator. The simulator had to test, using graph traversal algorithms (breadth-first search,
depth-first search, branch-and-bound, pruning), the smallest number of destroyed blocks required to lose data.

Both theses implied research carried out by the UAIC students outside the EBSIS project. The support
of the EBSIS project which, as mentioned, consisted in providing a context for guidance (e.g., organizing
meetings, preparation of topics and guidelines, etc.) was instrumental in the results achieved, which
confirmed the increase in the level of research at the site of UAIC. As an effective impact of the action,
the first of the above topics concluded besides a successful thesis defence of the student also with
published research. This was disseminated with the support of the EBSIS project as described in deliverable D2.2 as part of an external specialization session at the International Workshop on Assured
Cloud Computing and QoS Aware Big Data (WACC), part of the CCGRID 2017 conference – in the form
of the article A Lightweight MapReduce Framework for Secure Processing with SGX (R. Pires et al.). The
second mentioned topic showed strong promises for possible future research that might lead to novel
results. Both of these theses were graded with the highest mark possible following their defence.
The third master thesis that was started during the first year of the project with a co-supervision jointly
organized by UAIC and TUD was on the topic “Storm wrapper for fault-tolerant topology processing
with Streamine3G”. The activity was organized similarly to the other two co-supervisions having the
periodical meetings organized covered by the project for guidance, but the thesis was not concluded
within the second project year due to a slower pace on the associated practical side. Progress was
however registered. The work on the thesis will continue outside the EBSIS project, the period of enrolment of the student that provides eligibility for trips to the partner institution reaching its end.
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Following the anonymity block lectures organized as part of Task T1.3, two students manifested interest in the area, and two new co-supervisions were started in the second project year jointly with TUD.
Visits of the UAIC students at the partner’s site and discussions were organized for providing initial
guidance. We provide details on the two proposed topics below:


Protection against website finger printing attacks. Since many years, so called “website finger
printing attacks” against encrypted communication in general, and anonymization services in
particular, are known. The basic idea of this kind of statistical traffic analysis attacks is to derive
a “fingerprint” from the traffic patterns which could be observed if a website is visited. This
kind of attack is not specific to website related traffic but can be more generally applied to any
protocol - or could even be employed to identify the protocol used in an encrypted communication.
This fingerprint is then compared to the traffic patterns which could be observed if some kind
of anonymization service (e.g., AN.ON or Tor) is used. Although some padding is added by the
anonymization service, sufficient characteristics of the traffic patterns survive to do a successful comparison (i.e. identification of the requested website) in a non-negligible number of
cases.
The main goals set for the thesis are to: describe the current state-of-the-art in the area of
(website) finger printing attacks, reproduce the results in a test environment and develop effective countermeasures.



Mixing anonymization strategy for data streams. One important sub-procedure in Mix-based
anonymization services is the mixing, i.e., reordering of packets itself. Very many different
strategies with respect to reordering are presented in the literature. Nevertheless, most of
these schemes rely on a message based data transmission. This means that the assumption is
that the communication consists of single, independent messages which could be mixed individually. But in fact, many communication scenarios involve stream based communication.
Here the mixing strategy should respect this stream based communication pattern.
One class of mixing strategies is called pool-based mixing. Here each newly arrived mix packet
is put into a pool of packets to be mixed and then a packet of the pool is selected at random
and forwarded. If one would apply this scheme to a stream based communication scenario it
would imply that the order of packets of a given stream can change due to the mixing. This is
often not useful. Therefore a carefully designed mixing strategy should respect stream based
communications.
The main goals set for the thesis are to: conduct a literature survey on existing proposals with
respect to mixing strategies, develop a traffic model for stream based communication that
relies on real world measurements or derived from the literature and develop an efficient and
secure mixing strategy that respects stream based communication.
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